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INTRODUC TION

There is perhaps no one in fiction more accurate and informing
than George E liot, whether she is regarded as the describer of rural
l ife in the time in which her youth was passed, or as the interpreter of
the feelings and sentiments of at least a large section of the Victorian
people .

The great merit of her work is that it charts an intellectual and

spiritual journey along one of the high roads of nineteenth century English
history - the rise of the urban classes and the drifts to towns .

Her

novels which retain the belief of the Evangelicals , are ponderous and
didactic and offer a superb and secular insight mto the brotherhood of man .
To become aware of one's relatedness to others in the moral order
and the interdependence of things in the natural order , one must deny
some of the most pressing claims of the ego.

George Eliot makes these

denials , which may be considered her theories, obvious in her pages .
The writer proposes to determine those predominant theories that
are reflected in George Eliot's novels and support with evidence that they
reflect her life and her time .

It is further hoped that by pointing out the

prevailing theories that are reflected in Eliot's novels there will be a
clarification of the variations and embellishments which have been established concerning the private life of the great authoress .
/

Because George Eliot is regarded as an interpreter for her era,

one naturally expects to find theories other than religious, moral, social

and political.

For the purpose of this study , however , all emphasis

will be placed on religious , moral , social and political theories of the
writer as found in Romola, Adam Bede, and Felix Holt.

The writer is

assuming that these theories support the contention of George Eliot's
life and her work, and that George Eliot , despite the peculiar circumstances of her own life, was essentially a person of high moral, religious ,
and political principles and that those principles are reflected in her
novels .
For this study the following definitions are deemed necessary:
Theories have reference to verified conjectures based on evidence taken
from Eliot's novels by readers, critics, and biographers; predominant,
as used in this thesis, refers to those theories prevailing in her novels;
reflect, m reference to this study , suggests a giving back of an image or
likeness .
To secure data the W . R . Banks Library and the Library of the
University of Texas were used .

Material was obtained from anthologies,

nineteenth century fiction studies, biographies, critical studies, encyclopedias, English histories and literatures, and novels by the authoress.
As a product of her time:
ing , as well as a trumpet Comte , Mill , and Spencer .

a voice to utter its purpose and mean-

call to lead on , George Eliot came after
Her books are to be read in the light of their

speculations, and shs embodied in literary forms what they uttered as
science and philosophy.

Not only is a writer's mind affected by the tone of thought about
him , but his personal experiences and surroundings are likely to have a
large influence on what he writes.

George Eliot was deeply affected by

her birthplace and youthful surroundings.

The Midland home , the plain

village life , the humble, toiling country folk, shaped for her the scenes
and characters about which she was to write.

Some knowledge of her

early home life and the influences amidst which her mind was formed,
help largely to form an appreciation of her books and views of life which
she presents in them.
George Eliot (1819-1880), was the pen name of Mary Ann (or
Marian) Evans, English novelist of the Victorian Age.

Mary Ann Evans

was born in Warwickshire , about twenty miles from Statford, Shakespeare's
birthplace.

The father , whom she is supposed to have portrayed in Adam

Bede, was a competent dutiful man of strong conservative principles m
church and state.

Standing between his knees as he drove about the

country side, his daughter drank in knowledge of the country folk through
all her pores.

It was upon her unpremeditated eager childhood experiences

that she based her earlier and more spontaneous books.
According to Earnest Baker, a historian of the nineteenth century,
The religion of the Evans' s family was evangelical, and
Marian had an aunt , a Methodist prea:her, who furnished her
with the prototype of Dinah Morris in Adam Bede, thus giving
1
Marian both radical and Tory associations from the start .

1 Earnest Baker, The History of the English Novel.
Macrrillan Co., 1940, p. 513.

--

----

New York:

She grew up in the commonplace , rich, midland plains , and it
was her lot to see more deeply into the ordinary than has any other
English novelist.
Her childhood reading was limited to a few books, mainly re ligious , and the history of her girlhood reveals her absorbing mind,
her affectionate nature , her tractability , her diffidence and her ambition .

She had a good schooling at Nuneaton and Coventry.

At Coventry

she came under the influence of Charles Bray and his family and of
Charles Hennell's An Inquiry Concerning the Origin
The result was an upset in her religious belief.

~ Christianity.

She ceased t o attend

church and resumed attendance only to gratify her father.

But she did

not lose her deeply religious spirit or her admiration and respect for
religious persons and for the religious life.
scoffing at religion more than she did.

No one could have resented

In 1844 she began the long and

painful job of translating into English , David F. Strauss' s agnostic Leben
Jesu.
Perhaps one gets an idea of her spirit fro~ a list of her favorite
authors .

She carries on the attitude of Wordsworth as regards to beliefs

in simple people .

She admired Shakespeare, Milton , Cowper , and

Edward Young, Wilberforce, Hannah More, and Keble.

The death of her

father in 1849 set her free from the simple, honest , narrow life of
Warwickshire , and she went out into the world of the new enlightment .
From 1851 - 1855 she was assistant editor of a newly founded modernistic

journal, The Westminister Review.

She met , or continued her ac-

quaintance with Herbert Spencer, John Stuart Mill, Theodore Parker ,
Miss Martineau, and most important George Henry Lewes .

According

to Hardin Craig,
She and Lewes fell in love with each other. He had been
deserted by his wife , but under England ' s law could not ob tain a divorce. In the face of some public obloquy she went
to him, and they lived for many years faithfully together as
husband and wife . That was in 1854. 2
Concerning this period Craig says ,
Up to this time, she had done no fiction although she had
apparently always intended to try her hand. This she did
under Lewes encouragement in 1846 with The Sad Fortunes of
Rev . Amos Barton , a book which reveals her talent well. The
book was so very successful that she was encouraged to proceed with a novel of greater length , Adam Bede 1859, which at
once established her reputation as a great novelist. She again
told a plain realistic story of domestic and community life and
again drew deeply of her own experience in Warwickshire. Whe
followed the same vein in The Mill~ the Floss (~860) and Silas
Marner (1861). T hese four books make up George Eliot's first
period and constitute her chief claim to superior greatness as
an English novelist . Her later books , Romolo 1863 , and Felix
Holt 1866 , are less sponteneous, more melancholy, and more
~erned with philosophic theory , ethics, aesthetics, and
psychology. 3
Middlemarch (1871-1872) alone stands out as a great book m
George Eliot's later works
psychology.

-

great in construction style, wisdom and

May Lewis, who has done a study of the authoress, points

out that George Eliot was s urrounded at the most impressionable period

2 Hardin Craig and John Dobbs , Types of E .1.glish Fi ction.
Macmillan Co ., 1940 , p. 33 .
3

Ibid. p. 34.

New York:

of her life by a group of intellectual free thinking people who seem to
have freely indocrinated her with their own opinions.

None of them

has rejected Christianity or theism, but they were rationalists in spirit
and eager students of philosophy and science .

4

Here were laid the

foundations of the doctrines she afterwards held so strongly , and even
during this period very many of the theories presented in her books were
fully developed .

Here her mind was thoroughly prepared for the theories

she presented in novels .

It was essential in George Eliot's novel writing that she was
educated amidst religious influences , and that she earnestly accepted
the religious teaching of her childhood .

Not less important was her

humble home and her association with common life of the people .

Through

all her work these influences appear , coloring her thoughts , shaping her
views of life , and increacing her sympathies and affections .

Her tender ,

enthusiastic love of humble life never lost any of its quickening power .
The faith of childhood was lost, but its memory was left in a warm appreciation of all phases of religious life and a heartful sympathy with all
the sorrows and aspirations of men.
Lewes' s death marked the end of her creative writing .

Two years

later she was married to John Walter Cross , a New York banker.

4

May Lewis, George Eliot: ~ Study.
Merril Co ., 1930 , p . 56 .

Indianapolis:

She

The Bobbs

died six months afterwards , leaving behind her an inexhaustible source
of novels which furnish an enumerating knowledge of her moral , religious , and political theories , and which continue to add flame to the
English countryside now known as George Eliot's country .

CHAPTER I

RELATIONSHIP OF THE VICTORIAN AGE TO
GEORGE ELIOT 1 S THEORIES

It is possible to understand the theories George Eliot advocated
only if one considers the era in which she lived.
was, above all things, respectable.
and reform .

The Victorian Age

It congratulated itself upon progress

The reform spirit was largely concerned with extending

the vote beyond the privileged classes.

The earlier Reform Bill of

18 32 had provided for a more just distribution of representat i ves t o
Parliament.

Now a second Reform Bill of 1867 gave the vote to the labor-

ing classes .

"Though the franchise was extended to only two-thirds of

the men in England, yet to the conservative mind,
Inglis, a nineteenth century historian ,
leap in the dark."

1

11

11

according to Rawley

it was a dangerous experiment, a

The final step, in 1885 , was a third Reform Bill which

added almost two million more voters by giving complete manhood suffrage.
Inglis noted that it had taken nearly fifty years to make England into a
thorough democracy.

These last two bills were largely the work of

William Gladstone, leader of the Liberal Party and Prime Minister during
much of George Eliot's times.

1

2

Rawley Inglis et . ~ - , Adventures in English Literature: New York:
Harcourt , Brace and Co ., 1951, p. 337.
2

Ibid . , p. 338.

2

One of the most important accomplishments of this period was
the establishment of a system of universal state education .
education was decidedly inadequate .

Before that ,

Writing just before all the needed

readjustments of society to the new order of things had been made,
George E liot witnessed the inevitable collision between the old and the
new; and she felt in her own struggling life the hampering restrictions.
The problem of woman ' s destiny and attainment furnished the underlying
theme of nearly all her books .

As Woolson points out ,

The ancient fetters that she cannot break, she makes appear both contemptible and unjust. For hers is a voice uplifted in behalf of her sex, which no bearer can disregard;
a strength exerted for their deliverance which commands
the respect of mankind. 3
The literature of an age so torn by conflicting theories , and so

·- ---

-

bent on reaching a solution for its problems, would be expected to refl~ct
the varying moods and passions of the time .
her sex.

George Eliot cried out for

According to Olcott, a Victorian critic ,

Her writings p·ossess a special value from their presenta tion of woman's character , circumstances, and career. These
she had studied profoundly, as she saw them displayed in the
society around her; and to an understanding of the problems
they present, she brought, not only her own woman's nature and
her early experiences of life, but the keenest powers of intellectual insight , and a sympathic appreciation of whatever
4
capacities and surroundings differed from her own.

3

Charles S . Woolson, George Eliot and Her Heroine. New York:
Harper and Brothers , 1886, p . 46 .
4

C . S . Olcott, George Eliot: Scenes and People in Her Novels.
New York: Macmillan Co . , 1911, p . 103.

-------

3

Thus she becomes the interpreter of woman's lot as it is seen today,
under the new and complex conditions which the nineteenth century has
evolved.

According to Woolson,

Her delineation of this conflict between the close environment of the conventional world and that longing for liberty
which was newly awakened in the minds of noblest women
has for her sisters a deep and vital picture of our tran sitional
age as it affects woman's lot. 5
The great upheavel which followed the French Wars and culminated in the Industrial Revolution influenced the typical Mid - Victorians
and made life an earnest, solemn fact to so many Englishmen.

Novelists

came to think of the lessons they had to teach, and George Eliot's outlook indeed did not extend far beyond the society and surroundings in
which she was placed.

The great political movement which stirred the

educated middle classes to their foundations~ and led to the intellectual
awakening is certainly reflected in Eliot's novels.
Labor Reforms gave rise to industrial conflicts.
reign new labor problems arose.

During Victoria's

Since the French Revolution the Govern-

ment had feared the working clasi;., riots resulting from un employment
and bad working conditions had been treated with severity.

"Labor unions,

according to Inglis, "were illegal until 1825, and not until eight years
later was a real labor movement organi z ed by Robert Owens.

5

Ibid. , p. 246.

6 Inglis, op. cit., p. 33.

11

6

A

11

4

self - made man, became manager of a New Larark Mills, which he
changed into a model working community .

He did not provt. that all in-

dustries could be run similarly under the competative and profit systems;
but he prevailed upon influential men to listen to him , and he tried other
humane experiments .

A few years later the Chartists drafted a People's

Charter de:r:nanding that Parliament at all times represent th~ will of the
majority of the people .

However , this charter was regarded as harm-

ful and the movement collapsed in 1848.

Because public school meant a

private school for the sor.s of gentlemen, thousands of children knew
only labor.

"Instead of education , " as h.ghs further points our, "children

worked long hours under unsanitary conditions which would not be tolerated
for adults today .
inevitable results .

General illiteracy and the stunting of growth were the
11

7

Meanwhile farming was shifting from a small community enterprise to an organized business .

Little farms were being combined into

large estates with labor hired by a single manager .
and prosperous became pauperized and landless .
therefore , flocked to the cities .

Peasants once free

Many country people,

Inglis remarks that within fifty years

England turned from a nation of small isolated farms and sturdy, independent farmers into a nation of smoking mills, and anemic factory hands

7

Ibid . , p . 338 .

5

crowded int o ugly slums .

The new manufacturers wished merely to

make money as fast as possible.

Housing conditions were bad for work-

ing people and they labored for long hours at starvation wages , which were
often cut further to meet the expense of the community "Poor Relief" for
.
8
those on the verge of starvation.

George Eliot, who wrote of the struggles of middle-class English
country life against heredity and environment, knew that things were not
really satisfactory below the surface.

She herself had lived the perlectly

happy country life, was well fed, and well clad, and yet deep down in her
nature there was the same rebellious self that was springing up all around
her, and that shouted aloud for liberty.
Elizabeth Haldane, who has done a critical study of George Eliot's
novels, pointed out ,
George Eliot was no fanatic - no iconoclast. She loved her
, mages too well to break them; but she knew that the surface
which she co~ld describe better than almost any of her fellows
was not the whole . This gives her writings so much reality
for her time and ours. 9
Scientific progress was another controversy that aroused the
Victoria! minds .

The Royal Society, inconspicuously founded in the days

of the Restoration, had been experimenting ever since; and science had

b

lb id . , p . 3 3 7 .

9 Elizabeth Haldane , George~ and Her Times. New York:
Appleton and Co. , 1927 , p. 309.

D.

6
Already produced many practical inventions.

Charles Darwin cast a

bombshell into British intellectual life, for his theories of evolotion

-------~

were felt to undermine religious belief.

Darwin I s Origin~ Species ap-

peared about the same time as Eliot I s Adam Bede .
creation of a scientific tone in her- novels,

11

"Its effect was the

according to Craig .

10

/

On the whole, science was lifted from obscurity and freed from
restraint so that the tremendous advance in sanitation , the development
of machinery , and the discovery of latent forces in nature, which produced something like a new civilization in the twentieth century, were
made possible .
r ---

I

I

I

==
Long,

a nineteenth century historian said ,

George Eliot was interested in truths which the new science
was promulgating; she was also a profound student of man's
inner life . Her earlier novels gave little evidence of her
scientific preoccupations; her later ones, however, justify the
appellation frequently applied to her , "the literary voice of
. .
1111
D arw1n1sm.

--

Perhaps one of the most unexpectedJhings in George Eliot's

-

novels is the mixture of scientific analysis and sentimental reflection.

------

The doctrine of natural selection. or "survival of the fittest" aroused a
storm of protest .

The very foundation of established Christianity ap-

peared to be threatened.

10

Bowyer says,

Craig, op. cit. , p. 32.

l l William Long , English Literature.

1919, p. 312 .

New York: Ginn and Co.,

I

I

I

/

7

If the Bible could no longer be accepted as the literally
inspired Word of God, then the entire structure of religion
and morality erected on the Bible was a mere house of cards.
So ecclesiastial authority denied the truth uf the new discoveries, adjured its followers to pay no heed to the words
of Darwin, and reasserted the trustworthiness of the Scriptures. 12
Thi.ls
11

arose the Victorian "contest" between science and religion.

That a l~rge number of intellige~~__yersons saw no necessary clash be-

tween the-twQ, _11 Bowyer further states,

11

-- ---

and worked out an acceptable

coIE.Erise, did not prevent many scientists from becoming agnostic and

---

many theologians militantly antiscientific. 13
George Eliot , who was surrounded at the most impossible period
of her life by a group of intellectual free-thinking people whose ideas arose
from the religious and scientific conflicts , seems to had been indoctrinated by their opinions.

None of her intellectual friends, however , had

rejected Christianity, but they were rationalists in spirit, and eager students of philosophy and science.

As Cook points out,

Here are laid the foundations of the doctrines she afterwards
held so strongly, and even during this period very many of the
theories presented in her books were freely developed. Here
her mind was thoroughly prepared for the teachings of Comte,
Spencer, and Lewes; her early teachers had gone so far m
their lessons that the later teachers had little to do more than
to give system to her thoughts. 14

i2 John W. Bowyer and John L. Brooks, The Vic torian Age.
York: Appleton-Century Crofts, Inc., 1938, p. 7 .

New

13 Ibid., p. 9.
14 George W. Cooke, George Eliot: A Critical Study.
New York: Houghton Mifflin Co., 18 3, p. 22.

Boston and

8

It seems almost impossible that in her native environment, it
was inevitable that George Eliot's temperament should express itself of
all in an almost fanatical devotion to the ideals of evangelical Christianity.
But when in 1841, she and her father went to live in Coventry and George
Eliot, already distinctly an intellectual came in contact with the Hennels
and the Brays, her views were quickly altered.

What is known as the

modern history school of the Bible study had begun in Germany, and its
conclusions were just beginning to be made known in England.

As trans-

lator of David Strauss' rationalistic Life of Jesus, George Eliot was
thoroughly exposed to them.

----

The results were a formal renunciation of

intellectual as sent of Christian faith.
Religion during the nineteenth,century was a subject which interested

the intellectuals as well as the middle class.

---

Preachers were advocating

the simplicity of life, were warning England against putting her trust too
implicitly in "machinery", and were in different ways reasserting the importance of spiritual values.

---

Jhe greatest religious questioning was the

-

Oxford Movement which was a reaction against the materialism and spirit-

----

ual indifference of the time.

beauty,

This movement placed emphasis on the mystic,

and inspiration found i~ th~ medieval church.

Cooke agrees that

many traces of mysticism appear in George Eliot's works .

--

He thinks this

9

could be expected because of George Eliot! s early love of the transcendentalists, as well as from her fre'iuent perusal of John Henry Newman
tracts.

15

More expecially was this to be expected from her conception

of "feeling" as the source of all that is best in man 1 s life.

The mystics

always make feeling the source of truth and prefer emotion to reason.
All thinkers who lay stress on the value of feeling are liable to become
mystics even if materialists in their philosophy.

Here and there in her

pages this tendency towards mysticism, which manifests itself in some
cf the more poetic of the scientists of the present time, is to be seen in
George Eliot.
In moral, intellectual, and political spheres the Victorian Age
produced gradual changes.
Disraeli and Gladstone.

The perennial struggle was going on between

Considerable apprehension was felt in regard to
lo

the spread of
cepted as

11

11

Puseyism 11

,

which, however, was beginning to be ac-

Ritualism 11 , while in politics

11

philosophical radicalism" was

beginning to be recognized as something less alarming than was anticipated.
Towns were

11

awakening from the old fashioned - brewing, wool-packing,

cheese-loading•• life of the forties and were becoming alive to their political
rights.

15 Cooke, op. cit. , p. 249.
16 The Principles and Practices of those who espoused a Catholic
revival in the Church of England, which began with Keble 1 s sermons in
July, 1833 and named for Thomas Pusey, the leader.

10

The world which was feeling towards new departures and yet
was all the time restrained and drawn back by convention, found in George
Eliot a novelist who exactly diagnosed its complaints and who understood
its susceptibilities .

In the words of Haldane, "She indeed took her place

among the great figures of the Victoria! era - those like Florence
Nightingale, General Gordon , Tennyson, and Her Majesty herself, combined forces of character and genius with the highest possible ideals.

11

17

Other Victorian novels like George Eliot's were marked by a
fundamental earnestness and seriousness which run hand and hand with the
humor as exemplified of Dickens , Thackeray, Trollope , and others.
Society was as a whole stable and concervative, and yet the age was moved
by a conflict between the old and the new which was bound to creep into
literature .

The Victorian Age had turned away from the romanticism and

revolution of the first quartex of the nineteenth century, but the thinkers of
the time were disposed to find out the truth about things .

----·

The novel took

cognizance of the age and became something more than mere entertainment .

-

-

The novels of George Eliot reflect in many ways the interesting

times in which she lived , and she herself was so gifted in intellect and
feeling that she became one of the crest exponents of the age .

17

Haldane, op. cit ., p. 3.

CHAPTER II

RELIGIOUS THEORIES

As a great literary creator , George Eliot holds a singular position in reference to religious beliefs .

-- -----

---

To many literary artists religion

-

is a vital part of life , which enters as a profound element into their
teachings or into their interpretations of character and incident .

No

writer is believed more affected by religion than George Eliot has been;
nor does it form a greater element in one's writings than in hers .
What is singular about George Eliot's position is that she both af-

-

firms and denies; she is deeply religious and yet rejects all religious doctrines.

Cooke states,

No writer of the nineteenth century has given religion a more
important relation to human interests or made it a larger element in his creative work, and yet no other literary artist has
1
so completely rejected all positive belief in God and immortality.
During George Eliot's youth she became a staunch believer in the
ideals of evangelical Christianity .

But when in 1841 , she and her father

went to live in Coventry and Eliot, already distinctly an intellectual though her schooling had not been superior to that of other girls in her
class

- came in contact with the Hennels and the Brays, her views were

quickly altered.

Being exposed to a group of rationalists who were ques-

tioning the purity of religion, George Eliot formally renounced Christian

1

Cooke , op. cit. , p. 221.

12

beliefs ,

Though ess.entially a serious and religious thinker , George

Eliot was opposed to church - organized religion .

Her great emphasis seems

to be on the necessity of understanding and the importance of living spiritually alive , tolerant , and charitable .
_
_
__
_
___
__c_c;_
__
_:
- - beliefs
In
her
books
she
depicts
every
phase
of_
religious
and life

-- ----- -----

with sympathy and appreciation.

are cfergymen or other religious

A large proportion of her characters
Jil'..5.0n.B-,-

who_ are described with ac-

--

curacy and sympathy .

Her own faith , the theory of religion she .... ccepts,

is not given to any of her characters .

----

-

-

---

What she believes, appears only in

her comments and in the general effect which life produces on the person
she describes.

It was a personal satisfaction to her to be able to keep in

unbroken sympathy with the religious experiences of her childhood and
youth while intellectually unable to accpet the beliefs on which thes.e experiences rested.

From her novels one gains the idea that she believes

that religion and spirituality of life are necessary elements of human existence, that man can never cast them off, and that man will lead a happy and
harmonious life only when he had a true and fitting expression in his culture and civilization.

However, she measures all beliefs by their moral

influence and their power to enkindle the enthusiasm of humanity.

Cooke

says of her ,
To become an influence for good in the future, to leave behind
an undying impulse of thought and sympathy was the ambition of

13

George Eliot and this was all the immortiality she desired.
It was the hwnan side of religion which interested George
Eliot; its influence morally, its sympathic impulse, its power
to comfort - comsole. 2
The religious tendencies of George Eliot's mind are rather to be
noted in her conc,eption of renunciation that in her beliefs about God and
immortality.

These latter beliefs were of a negative character as she

entertained them, but her doctrine of renunciation was of a very positive
nature.

The central motive of that belief was not faith in God, but faith

in man.

Her thought was that one should live, not for self, but for

humanity.

What so many ardent souls have been willing to do for the

glory of God, she was willing to do the the uplifting of man.

Long thinks

that George Eliot from her novels, represents a true teacher of the doctrine which admonishes one to love not pleasure but God, to forsake
things else for the sake of obedience and devotion, to shun the world and
j

to devote oneself perpetually to God's service.
Christianity bids men renounce the world for the sake of a perfect

-

union with God; George Eliot desires men to renounce selfishness for the
s ake of humanity.

The Christian idea includes the renunciation of all self -

seeking, it bids one to give himself for others.

2 Ibid., p. 223.
3 Long, op. cit. , p. 306.

George Eliot, however,

14

throughout her writing, identifies the altruist impulse to live for others
with the Christian doctrine of the cross .

Cooke thinks,

To her the life of devotion to humanity, was the true interpretation of the Christian doctrine of self-sacrifice . The
Christian idea of a debt owed to God, which one can only repay by perfect loyalty and self-abnegation , becomes to George
Eliot a debt owed to humanity, which one can only repay in
the purest altruistic spirit . 4
The -doctrine of renunciation has been presented again and again
by George Eliot; her books are full of it .
theme of all her teaching .

It is undoubtedly the central

In the conservation between Romola

nd

Savanarola in Romola when Romola is escaping from her home and is
met by Savanarola , it is vividly expressed.

Savanarola speaks as a

Christian, as a Catholic, as a monk, but the words he used quite as well
serve to express George Eliot's convictions.

The Christian Symbolism

laid aside and all was true to her; yet her fellings , her sense of corporate
unity with the past would not even suffer her to lay aside the symbolism
in presenting her thoughts on this subject.

Romola pleads that she would

not have left Florence as long as she could fulfill a duty to her father, but
Savanarola reminds her that there are other duties, other ties, other
burdens .

If your own people are wearing a yoke, will you slip from
under it , instead of struggling with them to lighten it?

4 Cooke, op. cit. , p. 224.

There
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is hunger and misery in our streets, yet you say 11 can not;
I have my own sorrows; 1 I will go away, if peradventure I
can ease them . The servants of God are struggling after a
law of justice , peace, and charity, that the hundred thousand
citizens among whom you were born may be governed
righteously; but you think no more of that than if you were a
bird, that may spread its wings and fly whither it will be in
search of food to its liking. And yet you have scorded the teaching of the Church, my daughter . You're a withered wanderer ,
following your own blind cho~ce . You are not below the humblest Florentine woman who stretches forth her hands with her
own people, and craves a blessing from them; and feels a
close sisterhood with the neighbor who kneels beside her and
is not of her own blood; and thinks of the mighty purpose to.at
God has for Florence; and waits and endures because the
promised work is great and she feels herself little. 5

Romola then asserts her purpose not to go away to a life of ease
and self-indulgence, but rather to one of hardships; but that plea is not
suffered to pass .
You are seeking your will , my daughter. You are seeking
some other good other than the law. You are bound to obey.
But how will you find good! It is not a thing of choice; it is a
river that flows from the foot of the Invisible Throne and flows
by the path of obedience. I say again, man cannot choose his
duties. You may choose to forsake your duties, and choose
not to have the sorrows they bring. But you will go forth; and
what will you find, my daughter? Sorrow without duty-bitter
herbs, and no bread with them. 6
Savonarola bids her draw the crucifix from her bosom, wh ich she
secretly carri~s and appeals to her by that symbol of devotion ans self

5 George Eliot, Romola. New York: Holt and Co., 1927, p. 33.

6 Ibid., p . 33.
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sacrifice to remain true to her duties, to accept willingly the burden
given her to bear, not to think of self, but only of others ,

He condemns

the pagan teaching she had received of individual self-seeking, and the
spirit of culture , refinement , and ease which accompanied that teaching .

He looks on the image of a suffering life , a life offered willingly as

a sacrifice for others ' good, and says, Confirm your life to that imag1:r , my daughter; make your
sorrow an offering; and when the fire of divine charity butns
within you, and you behold the need of your fellow-men by the
light of that flame , you will not call your offering great. You
have carried yourself proudly , as one who helps herself not
of common blood or of common thoughts; but you have been as
one unborn to the true life of man. What! you say your love for
your father no longer tells you to stay in Florence? Then since
that lie is snapped , you are without a law, without religion. You
are no better than a beast of the field when she is robbed of her
young . If the yearning of a fleshey love is gone , you are without love.,, without obligation. 7
Savonarola admonishes Romola against a life of ease and self seeking pleasure.

Savonarola thinks that when one gives his life willingly

for humanity that one feels content and happy; otherwise one will be restless and disturbed.

Individuals are bond by a debt of suffering for others.

Savonarola, who pleads with Romola to accept the life of sacrifice, says,

If you held faith, my beloved daughter, you would not would
not be a wandered flying from suffering and blindly seeking the
good of a freedom which is lawlessness . You would feel that

7

Ibid. , p . 34.
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Florence was the home of your own soul as well as your
birthplace, because you would see the work that was given
you to do there. 8
Savonarola knows that Romola thinks that the earth is full of sin
and sorrow, but he continually reminds her of the tragedy of her soul
rather than the entertainment of the mind .

He says ,

. . . What! the earth is full of iniquity - full of groans the light is still struggling with a mighty darkness, and
you say , ' I cannot bear my bonds . ' My daughter, every
bond of your life is a debt; the right lies in the payll"'ent of
that debt; it can lie nowhere else . In vain will you wander
over the earth , you will be wandering forever away from the
right. 9
Romola hesitates, she pleads that her brother Dino forsook his
· home to become a monk, and that pas sible Savonarola may be wrong .

He

then appeals to her conscience, and assures her that she has assumed relations and duties which cannot be broken from any plea .

The human ties

are forever sacred, there can exist no causes capable of annulling therr. .
You are a wife. You seek to break your ties in self-will and
anger, not because the higher life calls upon you to renounce
them . . . . Wisdom is the religion of the eras s, and you stand
aloof from it; you are a pagan; . . . What has your dead wisdom
done for you, my daughter? . . . It has left you without a heart
for the neighbors among whom you dwell , without care for the
great work by which Florence is to be regenerated and the world
made holy; it has left you without a share in the Divine life
which quenches the S"'"lSe of suffering self in the arbors of an
ever-growing love . . . . If there is wickedness in the streets,

8
9

Ibid . , p . 36 .
Ib1 d . , p . 36 .
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your steps should shine with the light of purity; if there is
a cry of anguish, you, my daughter , because you know the
meaning of the cry, should be there to still it . My beloved
daughter , sorrow has come to teach you a new worship; the
sign of it hangs before yo u. 10
In these remarkable passages from Romola George Eliot presents
her own theory of life .

Nothing is more impressive as exhibiting the

power of feelings to survive the convictions which give the birth, than
the earnestness with which she dwells on this as the great and real remedy
for all the ills of life .

Not only renunciation but resignation is by her

held to be a prime requisite of a truly religious .

Man must renounce many

thinks for the sake of humanity, but he must also resign himself to endure
many things because the universe is under the dominion of invariable laws .
Much of pains and sorrow must come to us which can in no wya be avoided.
A true resignation and renunciation will enable one to t·urn pain and sorrow
into the means of a higher life .

She teaches that man can attain true unity

with the race only through renunciation , and renunciation always means
suffering .

Self-sacrifice means hardship, struggle, and sorrow, but the

true end of life can only be attained when self is renounced for that higher
good which comes through devotion to humanity.

Her noble character Romola

attains peace only when she has found her life taken up in the good of others .
Summed up by Cooke,

10

Ibid . , p . 37 .
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George Eliot ' s religion is without God, without immortality, without a transcendent spiritual aim and duty . It
consists in a hwnble submission to the invariable laws of
the universe , a profound love of humanity, a glorification
of feeling and affection , and a renunciation of personal
and selfish desires for altruistic devotion to the good of
the race . Piety without God, renunciation without immortality, mysticism without the supernatural, everywhere finds eloquent presentation in her pages . Offering
that which she believes, satisfies the spirityal wants of man,
she yet rejects all legitimate objects of spiritual desire . 11
George Eliot's revolt against her inherited faith is based on intellectual grounds .

It is inevitable , therefore, that being what she was ,

she should have spent the rest of her life trying to preserve the c :iristian
mortality without supernatural sanctions .

The problem of selfishness is

attacked in her novels , and the teaching of renunciation is regarded as
duty.

To life for self , George Eliot seems to regard as immortal , self is

to be ignored except in so far as it can be made to serve humanity .

As

rights are individual , they are repudiated, and the demand for them is regarded as revolutionary and destructive .
The Epilogue to Romola when Romola is talking of ,old days to Lillo,
the son of her husband and Tessa, his mistress, whom she had adopted, is
one of the most beautiful pas sages in the whole book , and among the most
beautiful of its kind in literature .

11

Cooke , op. cit . , p. 246 .

It sums up and estimates the whole
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lesson to be learned of the value of life.

Lillo would boy-like, look

forward to happiness and pleasure in his future life, as well as greatness .
Romola says,
That is not easy, my Lillo. It is only a poor sort of happiness that could ever come by caring very much about your own
narrow pleasures . We can only have the highest happiness ,
such as goes along with being a great man , by having wide
thought, and much feelin for the rest of the world as well as
ourselves; and this sort of happiness often brings so much
pain with it that we can only tell it from pain by its being
what we could choose before everything else , because our
souls see it is good. There are so many things wrnog and
difficult in this world, that no man can be great - he can hardly
1 eep himself from wickedness - unless he gives up thinking
much about pleasure on regard, and gets strength to endure
wnat is hard and painful .. . And so, my Lillo, if you mean to
act nobly and seek to know the best things God has put within
reach of man , you must learn tofix your mind on that end and
not on what will happen to you because of it. And remember
if you would choose something lower, and make it the rule of
your life to seek your own pleasure and escape from what is
disagreeable, calamity might come just the same; and it
would be calamity falling on a base mind, which is the one form
of sorrow that has no balm in it , and that may well make a man
112
say: 'It would have been better for me if I had never been born.
Thus a wonderful novel concludes with a confession of faith put in
a few short sentences.
The teaching or renunciation is no less distinctly presented in Adam
Bede and Felix Holt.

The doctrine of altruism is again applied in the story

of Adam Bede , a novel full of an eager desire to make men realize their
need for each other, and a longing to show them how much better and

12 El.
·t
10t, op.~-,
p . . =>-92 •
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happier the world would be if men were more sympathic and had more
of fellow-feeling .

From reading the novel one gains the idea that life

is full of suffering which can be lessened only as men help and love each
other , only as man can make his feelings so truly tender as to feel the
sorrows of others as his own, causing one to live for the good of those
who suffer .

It is said of Adam Bede that:

He had too little fellow-feeling with the weakness that errs
in spite of foreseen consequences. Without this fellow-feeling,
how are we to get enough patience and charity toward our
stumbling, falling companions in the long and changing journey?
And there is but one way in which a strong determined soul can
learn it - by getting his heart strings bound round the weak and
erring , so that he must share , not only the outward consequences
of their error but their inward suffering . 13
This compassion for human suffering is conspic uous throughout,
and is regarded as the most effective means of binding men together in
common sympathy and helpfulness .

Sorrow is regarded as the true means

of man I s elevation, as that purifying agent which is indispensable to his
t

c

development .

This teaching is fully depicted in the chapter "The

Hidden Dread" in which Hetty's flight is described.

In this chapter Eliot

admits that this looks like a very bright world on the surface, but as one
looks closer within man's nature one finds

13

George El"1ot, Ad am B (; d e.

sorrow and pain untold.

New York:

Dodd and Mead, 1926, p. 91.

l2
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What a gl ad world this looks like ... No wonder man's religion has much

sorrow in it , no wonder he needs a suffering God. 1114
The remedy for his sorrow, in the pages of Adam Bede, is not
the atoning love of Christ or the blessedness of divine forgiveness, but
the altruistic compassion of man for man .

There is , however, a deeper

recognition in this novel of Christian belief than in any other by George
E liot .

The prayer and sermon of Dinah Morris have a truly Christian tone

and thought .

This is not the case with the teachings of Savonarola, who is

always much more an altruist than a Christian, and into whose mouth
Christian phrases are put, while it si very evident that the Christian spirit
in its wholeness was not put into his heart .

Sorrow and suffering are re-

garded in Adam Bede as the means of baptism into a larger life of sym pathy , as the means of purification from selfishness and individual aims .
Along

with this teaching goes the cognate one , that feeling is the true test

of the religious life.

Mathilde Blind, who has done a biographical sketch

of George Eliot's life, agrees that Maggie represents the restless spirit of
the nineteenth century, the intense dissatisfaction with self, and a profoundly human passion for something higher and diviner .

A passionate

restlessness and a profound spiritual hunger are united in this novel with

14

Ibid . , p . 156 .
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an eager desire for a deeper and fuller life, and for a satisfactory
answer to the soul's spiritual thirst .

The spitirual repose of Dinah, who

has found all the religious cravings of her nature satisfied

l'l

Methodism,

is abandoned for the inward yearning of Maggie , whose passionate search
for spiritual truth ends in diaster .

15

George Eliot's religious theory is _further seen in Felix Holt.
Perhaps no more striking illustration of the law or retribution is to be
found in her books than in the case of Mrs . Transome.

This woman's sin

corrupted her own life, and helped to darken the lives of others .

From

this novel George Eliot teaches that what one

has done, determines what

one will do, even in opposition to one I s will.

As a river moves in the

channel made for it, as a plant grows toward the sunlight , so man does
again what he has once done .

The impression of his act is left upon his

nature, it is taken up into his motives, it leads to feeling and impulse, it
repeats itself in future conduct.

His deed lives in memory, it lives in

weakness or strength of impulse, it lives in disease or in health, it lives
in mental listlessness, or in mental vigor .

What is done determines man's

nature in his character and tendency for the future.
of Felix Holt George Eliot made this statement:
himself from his past history.

11

16

Eliot, op. cit., p. 307.

A man can never separate

George Eliot believe

15 Mathilde Blind, George Eliot .
p. 125.
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In one of her mottoes

chat imagination

Boston: Little, Brown and Co . , 1910,
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feeling, and the whole inward life were being constantly shaped by one I s
own action.

When she passed out of evangelicalism, she found herself in

an austere world, where faith counted for nothing and duties for everything. "This belief is found in every book she wrote, 11 says W. J. Dawson.

17

In the words of George Woods, who had made a study of Victorian
women novelists,
George Eliot made it her mission to impress men with the
power that lay in themselves to make their lives worthy. As a
consequence of this conviction it was also natural that George
Eliot should perpetually insist on the irreparable consequence
of human error. She allows no way ')f --~cape for the sinner.
She insists that there is no forgiveness of sins in nature. She
again insists that as men sow shall they reap. 18
From reading her novels one can justly conclude that in spite of her
renunciation of Christianity , the spirit of Christianity asserts itself in her
books.

Dinah Morris preaching on the village green is one of the immortal

pictures of literature.

Dawson thinks that no page os pious, so pathetic,

and so highly spiritual is to be found in the writings of any other novelist of
the Victorial era.

The fact was that the religion accepted in her youth,

but rejected by her mature intellect, was never dislodged from her heart.
She was an eminently spiritual woman and no errors of creed or conduct

17

W. J. Dawson, Maker~ English Fiction.
Revell Co., 1905, p. 159.
18
1954.

George Woods, Victorian Album.

New York: Fleming H.

New York: Macmillan Co. ,
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had the effect of destroying this spiritual element in her nature ... She
wrote with impassioned tenderness the prayers put into the lips of Dinah
Morris, because they were her own prayers, and she also was all compact of piety and di vine yearning as Dinah was.

19

It was no accident that while George Eliot was the first major
English novelist who did not profess the Christian religion, none other
should ever have set forth the Christian ethics with cush intellectual power.
"Her intellect robbed her of God, but she made no God of the intellect,
says Wagenknecht.

20

11

Love was the most imperious need of her nature at

all times.
George Eliot was not a clamorous atheist.
first z;est of her emancipation, and refused to

She soon outgrew the

wear a label, even the

"rationalist". Fbsitivist label; She simply waited patiently for more light.
She refused to reject human values and took molecular physics as her
dominant guide.

Wagenknecht further points out that George Eliot never

made loss of faith the principal theme of a novel.

This was partly because

she was no iconoclast; it was partly because as an artist she had her roots
in the world of her believing youth; it was partly because she never reached
21
the certitude of unbelief.

19 Ibid., p. 163.
20

Edward Wagenknecht, Cavalcade of the English Novel
Henry Holt and Co., 1954, p. 152.
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It is evident that George Eliot's religion was a religion of humanity, which strove for humanity's sake alone.

To her , the life of

devotion to humanity was the true interpretation of the Christian doctrine
of self-sacrifice.

Man must renounce many things for the sake of hu-

manity1 but he must also resign himself to endure many things because
the universe is under the dominion of invariable laws.

A true resignation

· and renunciation will enable one to turn pain and sorrow into the means
of a higher life .
Another effect of George Eliot's spiritual apprehension of life is
seen in her sense of its disciplinary nature.

As pointed out by Wagenknecht

When she pictures Maggie reading with awakened soul the yellow
pages of Thomas A. Kempis , it is that she may learn the old
lesson so constantly reiterated by Carlyle: 'Love not pleasure,
love God: this is the everlasting Yes. l..2.
The true dignity of men is found in his power

of self-renunciation.

If he be a mere bundle of voracious appetites, what is he better than the
beast?

But the very presence of appetites, in man is the divine hint that

he is meant to bridle and overcome them.

It does not matter what he loses

in the process; his gain is always more than his loss .

Here George Eliot's

philosophic pessimism and professed antagonism to Christianity come very
near the old monkish treatment of human nature.

2. 2

Ibid., p. 152 .

George Eliot with her
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wide range of ideas and knowledge of life , takes the lofty ground that the
discipline of life entails upon one first of all the

discipline of the passions .

Blind thinks that the tendency of monkish philosophy and ideals in George
Eliot is very curious and more so when one considers her antagonism to
Christianity .

It is quite conceivable that a very little would have turned

her at one period of her life into a good Catholic .
happened .

This "very little 1 ' never

However, but in her insistence in the disciplinary character of

life she had got at the heart of Catholic ideal and expresses it with an
anstere emph s iE worthy of an anchorite .

23

Blind, op. cit., p . 156 .
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CHAPTER III

MORAL THEORIES

Not only does one get George Eliot's theories of religion from
her novels, but her position on moral codes as well .

According to

Elizabeth Haldane who has done a critical study of her work,
Eliot ' s moral theories are sound and her ethical intents
noble . Her books are saturated with moral teaching and her
life was ordered after a lofty ethical standard . She seems
to have yearne:l 111ost eagerly after a life of moral helpful
ness and goodne,3s , and she has made her novels the teachers
of a vigorous morality . Her zeal for morality is very great;
she is an ethical prophet; the moral order of life roused her
mind to a lofty inspiration . If she could not conceive of God,
if she could not believe in immorality , yet she accepted duty
as peremptory and absolute. Her faith in duty and charity
seems all the more vigorous and confident because her religion is so attenuated and imperfect. Love of man with her
grew into something like that mighty and
sorbing love of
God which is to be seen in some of her greatclr souls. 1
Morality becomes to her a religion, not so intense as with saints
and prophets , but more sympathetic and ardent than with most ethical
teachers .

She is a warm, tender, yearning , sympathetic, womanly friend

of individuals, who hopes great things for humanity, and believes that man
can find happiness and true culture only in a moral life.
Haldane again points out that she is distinctively a moral teacher in
her books .

The moral purpose is always present, always apparent, always

clear and emphatic .

There was something to teach for her whenever she

1 Haldane, op . cit . , p. 254.
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took the pen in hand; some deep lesson of human conduct , some tender
words of sympathy for human sorrow and suffering.

Her teachings have

special interest because they afford a literary embodiment of the ethical
theories of the evolution philosophy.

This indicates the form in likely to

be given to ethics if theism and individualism are discarded, and the
peculiar effect upon moral life will be induced by agnosticism. She applies agnosticism to morals , by regarding good and evil as relative, and
use the results of man's environment .

2

Her morals have no definite sanctions , no intuitive promulgation
of an eternal law; but she regards morality as originating in and deriving
its authority from the social regulations of men to each other .

One's in-

tuitive doing of right, or sorrow for wrong is the res ult of inherited conditions .

In Romola she speaks of Tito as affected by -

... the inward shame , the reflex of that outward law which
the great heart of mankind makes for every individual man, a
reflex which will exist even in the absence of the sympathetic
impulse that needs no law , but rushes to the deed of fidelity
and pity as inevitably as the brute mother shields her young
3
from the attack of the hereditary enemy .
This teaching is often found in her pages, and in connection with
the assertion of the relativity of morals .

There is no absolute moral law

for her, no eternal ideal standard; but what is right is determined by the

2

Ibid., p . 257.

3 Eliot. op. cit., p. 354.
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environment .

George Eliot found in the conscience and in the moral in -

stituti ons simply inherited experiences .
George Eliot's rejection of any absolute standard of moral conduct
or of happiness continually a.:;serts itself in her pages.

One must look

at the individual, his motives , if one would judge him right.

She says in

one of her mottoes in Felix Holt that moral happiness is "mainly a complex of habitual relations and dispositions." Hers is not the idea.lLtic
conception of compensation, which measures out an exact proportion of
punishment for every sin, and of happiness for every virtuous action .
Wrong-doing injuries others as well as those who commit the evil deed,
and moral effects reach far beyond those who set them in operation .

This

idea is apparent in Adam Bede, when Parson Irvine says to Arthur, Consequences are unpitying. Our deeds carry their terrible
consequences quite apart from any fluctuations that went be4
· fore - consequences that are hardly ever confined to ourselves .
Yet with Eliot , wrong-doing does not go unpunished, for the law of
moral cause and effect ever holds good .

chapter of Felix ~

.

This is the teaching of the first

According to Eliot,

There is seldom any wrong-doing which does not carry along
with it some downfall of blindly climbing hope, some hard entails of suffering, some quickly satiated desire that survives,

4

E liot , op . cit . , p. 402.
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with the life in death of old paralytic vice to see itself cursed
by its woeful progency-some tragic mark of kinship in the one
brief life to the far-stretching life that went before, and to
t1:. -- life that is to come after such a,.s has raised the pity and terror
of men every since they began to discern between will and destiny ...• There are glances of hatred that stab and raise no cry
of murder; robberies that leave man or woman forever beggered
of peace and joy yet kept secret by the sufferer - committed it
no sound except that made on the face by the slow months of
suppressed anguish and early morning tears. Many are inherited
sorrow that have marred a life that has been breathed into no
human ear. 5
From the passage quoted there is evidence that Eliot wishes one
to see that honest work always ennobles character.

The same novel states

that To the end of man's struggles a penalty will remain for those
who sink from the ranks of the heroes into the crowd when the
heroes fight and die. 6
Eliot holds that evil causes produce evil results, that is all; and
those are shown in the most subtle and secret results of what life is.

The

way in which wrong doing affects one to one's shame is suggested also in
Romola, where its results upon the inward life are explicitly revealed.
Under every guilty secret there is hidden a brood of guilty
wishes, whose unwholesome inflicting life i -herished by the
darkness. The contaminating effect of deeds lies less in the
commission than in the consequent adjustment of our desires the enlistment of our self - interest on the side of falsity; as,
on the other hand, the purifying effect of public confession

5

Eliot, op. cit., pp. 32-33.

6 Ibid., p. 189.
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springs from the fact that by it the hope in lies is forever
swept away, and the soul recovers the noble attitude of simpli ·t . 7
Cly
In the same novel the effect of wrong-doing is regarded as an inward fear of the consequences of one's conduct .

This dread so commonly

felt and made a most effective motive by all religoius , George Eliot regards as the soul ' s testimony of the great law of retribution .

Experience

that moral causes produce moral effects , as that law is every day taught
man , takes hold of feeding , and becomes a nameless dread of the avanging powers .

This idea is expressed in Romola thus -

Having one began to explain Baldaisarre' s claim, Tito's
thought showed itself as active as a virulent acid, eating its
rapid way through all the tissues of sentiment. His mind
was destitute of that dread which has been erroneously decried as if it were nothing higher than a man's animal care
for his religious pagans and though it took a more positive
form under Christianity , it's still felt by the mass of mankind simply as a vague fear at anything which is called wrong doing . Such terror of the unseen is so far above mere sensual
cowardice that it will annihilate that cowardice; it is the initial
recognition of a moral law restraining desire and checks the
hard bold scruting of imperfect thought into obligations which
can never be proved to have any sanctity in the absence of
feeling. 'It is good', sing the old Eumenides, in Aeschylus,
that fear should sit as the guardian of the soul, forcing it into
wisdom - good that men should carry a threatening shadow in
their hearts under the full sunshine; else how shall they learn
to revere the rit>~1.t? That guardian may become needless; but
only when duty and lov-e united in one stream and made a common
force. 8
7

Ibid ., p . 190.

8 Eliot, op . cit . , p. 302.
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Contrary to opinion, Eliot was equally as positive in her feelings
concerning social regulations of the union of the sexes .

According to

Long ,
No one has insisted more strongly than Eliot on the importamce and the sanctity of the social regulations in regard
to the union of the sexes. No one could have written of love
and marriage in so high and pure a spirit as everywhere appears in her books with whom passion was in any degree a
c ontrolling influence . That her marriage was a tr 10 one in
all but the legal form , that she was faithful to it o 2. very social
obligation had ~een abundantly shown from the study of her
life's history .
In Adam Bede it is apparent that her own conception of wedded love
is expressed out of the innermost convictions and impulses of her own
heart, when she exclaims What greater thing is there for two human souls, than to
feel that they are joined for life - to strengthen each other
in all labor, to rest on each other in all sorrow, to minister
to each other in all pain, to be one with each other in silent
unspeakable memories at the moment of the last parting . 1 O

In Felix Holt there is a passage on this subject which must have
come directly from her own experience, it gives a true insight into the
spirit in which she accepted the distrust of friends and the coldness of the
world which her "lawless marriage" brought her .
A supreme love, a motive that gives a sublime rhythm
to a woman ' s life, and exalts habits into partnership with

9
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the soul ' s highest needs , · is not to be had when and how she
will: to know high initiation , she must often tread where it
is hard to tread, and feel the chill air , and watch through
darkness . It is not true that love makes all things easy: it
makes us choose what is difficult . l l
Thus she explains her own love which was difficult to comprehend.
Throughout her novels she exalts marriage, never casts any slur upon it,
as one of the most sacred of all human relations .

11

She makes it appear

as a sacrament, not of the Church but as the sublime fellowship of humanity,

11

says Lewis May .

11

It is pure, holy , a binding tie, a sacred

obligation , as it appears in her books .

11

12

When Romola is leaving Florence and her husband, her love is
dead and all that makes her life seem worthy gone with it, she meets
Savonarola, who bids her return to her home and its duties.

What the

great prophet - priest says on this occasion one has every reason to be lieve expresses the true sentiments of George Eliot herself.

He pro-

claims, what she doubtless thoroughly believed that marriage is something for more than mere affection , more than love; that its obligations
hold whe·n love is gone: that its obligation is so sacred and binding as
to call for the fullest measure of renunciation and personal humiliation.
That portion in which Savonarola gives his views of marriage,

not as

11 Eliot, op . cit., p . 103.
12 May Lewis, George~Company, 1930, p . 25 .
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giving the doctrine of t he church , but as presenting the positivist conception of marriage as interpreted by George Eliot is expressed in this
pas sage from Romola :
His arresting voice had brought a new condition into her life,
which made it seem impossible to her that she could go on her
way as if she had not heard it; yet she shrank as one who sees
the paths she must take , but sees too, that the love lies there
and the instinctive shrinking from a return to her husband
brought doubts . l 3
George Eliot regarded marriage as a bond not to be broken becaus e of selfish delight .

Her novels indicate that she advocates marriages

that are sanctioned by God.

In story after story she attempts to impress

upon others the absolute sacredness of the relations to which her own
action has apparently shown her to be indifferent .

This idea is brought

out in Romola when Savonarola says:
My daughter, there is the bond of a higher love . Marriage
is not carnal only , made for selfish delight . See what that
thought leads you to ... That would not have been if you had learned
that it is a sacramental vow , from which none but God can release you. My daughter , your life is not as a grain of sand, to
be blown by the winds; it is as flesh and blood that dies if it is
14
sunder ed. Your husband is not a malefactor?
Marriage to E liot was a supreme obligation!

She might have been

thinking of herself when she has Savonarola say to Romola:

13 El"10t, op .

·t , p . 96 .
~
4
1 Eliot, op . cit . , p. 224.
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My daughter, if tne cross comes to you as a wife, you
must carry it as a wife. You may say, I will forsake my
husband but you cannot cease to be a wife. Make your
marriage sorrows an offering, too , my daughter; an offering of the great work by which sin and sorrow are being made
to cease . The end is sure, and is already beginning . . • . and
it may be our blessedness to die for it; to die daily by crucifixion of our selfish will - to die at last by laying our bodies
on the alter. My daughter, you are a child of Florence - fulfill the duties of that great inheritance . . .. Bear the anguish
and the smart . The iron is sharp - I know , I know - it rends
the tender flesh . The draught is bitterness on the lips . But
there is rapture in the cup - there is the vision which makes
all life below it dross forever . Come my daughter , come
back to your place. lJ
Although George Eliot's marriage presents one of the curious ethical problems of literature, in this case approval and condemnation are
equally difficult .

Her own teaching condemns it; her own life proves it .

That is was condemned by her own teaching is so plain as to cause doubt
about how she approved it .

Certainly in her writings no one asserts m o re

strongly the inviolability of the legal marriage vow .
Her own life is even more difficult to understand when one realizes
that Eliot considered those moral traits which are social of greater importance than those which are personal.

To her the person is nothing: the

individual is thought of only as a member of a community.

She complains

that sexual purity is made identical with morality, while business integrity is not.

"Every social and moral bond we have, 11 she says , "is a

debt: the right lies in the payment of that debt; it can lie nowhere else.

15 Ibid. , p. 226 .
16 Ibid . , p. 225.
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George Eliot did all that could be done to make the morality she
taught commendable and inspiring .

Lovett points out that in the develop-

ment of her characters and her plots , she had done much to make it acceptable.

Her strong insistence on the social basis of morality is to be

admired, and the truth presented is one of great importance.

Even more

important is her teaching of the stern nature of retribution , that every
thought, word, and deed has its effect .

17

Apparently the outcome of George Eliot's morality is rather depressing than otherwise.

While she was no pessimist, yet she makes

her readers feel that life is pessimistic in its main tendencies , her novels
giv1:; the impression that life has not very much light in it .
The lessons which George Eliot wishes to teach to men are most
unmistakable in their bearing - the lessons of pitying love towards fellow men;

of sympathy with all human suffering; of unwavering faithfulness

towards the social bond consisting of the claims of race, of country, ot
family; of unflagging aspirations for that life which is most beneficial to
the community.
George Eliot, contemplative, observant, instinctively conservative,
her imagination dearly loving to do "a little Toryism on the sly" is yet the

1 7 Robert Lovett and Helen Hughes , The History of the Novel in
England . Boston: Houghton , 1932, p. 549 .
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sole outcome of the modern positive spirit in imaginative literature the sole novelist who has incorporated in an artistic form some of the
leading ideas of Comte, of Maz~ani, and of Darwin .

In fact according to

William Comte,
Underlying all her art there is the same rigorous teaching
of the inexorable laws which govern the life of man. The
teaching that not liberty but duty is the condition of existence;
the teaching of the incalculable effects of hereditary transmission with the solemn responsibilities it involves; the teaching of the inherent sadness and imperfection in human nature,
which render resignation in human nature, which render resignation the first virture of man . l8
Cook adds that to life for self, George Eliot seems to regard as
immoral; self is to be ignored except in so far as it can be made to serve
humanity .

As rights are individual they are repudiated, and the demand

for them is regarded as revolutionary and destructive . 19
Woolson who has done a critical study of George Eliot has this to
say of her moral theories;
It is clearly seen that every novel has an earnest purpose in
view, that it illustrates some stern and wholesome moral law.
These serious issues of conduct are e v er present to her thought .
She recognizes in all her writing the inexorable nature of results,
not only for the guilty doer, but for the innocent who are associated
with him in life for family and friends. This undeniable truth she
is always anxious to enforce . It seems to be a kind of ethical fate
as stern and terrible is its retributions as the more material Fates . ZO

18 William L . Cross, The Modern English Novel. New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1936, p .241.

19 Cooke, op. cit., p. 27.
2 0 Woolson, op. cit. , p. 181.
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According to her teaching, self-gratification is the c ource of all
one ' s woes .

One is to be self - denying, considerate of others , watchful

against the first surrender to temptation .

No forgiveness can screen

· one from the consequences of selfish-ignoble acts .

These truths which,

she so strenuously maintains , were not the outgrowth of her own reli.gious creed and all we r e not deducible from the system of philosophy
which her later thoughts adopted.

Her deep sense of moral obligation,

her love of uprightness in dealing, of simple sincerity and honesty in
thought and deed, are a direct inheritance from the beliefs which her
youth had so fervently cherished, or had come to her indirectly through
parentage and early home training .
Woolson thinks that her beliefs and training from her youth , although supposedly abandoned, never vanished from her memory.

He says:

Her beliefs were not abandoned in the light of later con victions, but were rather the more strenuously enforced
and the value of that sturdy morality upon which she laid
such constant stress and which enjoins as binding the faithful observance of every obligation towards one's fellows, must
gain an added emphasis when one s ee.., it~ i n sistence c oming
from one whose conception of human .:>uciety may do with God
and immorality, but cannot do without that . Independently of
all divine enforcement, of prospective rewards and punishments, and simple as a matter of general self-interest in the
present life, absolute integrity of dealing between the majority
of the human race still remained for her the indispendable con21
dition of a tolerable existence among men.
21

Woolson , op . cit., pp . 140-142 .
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These less ons are constantly taught by her novels .

There is an

instance in Romola when Romola found she had been deceived in her hus band ' s character , she considered herself as having been released from
her marriage vows, and was the rebel one knows so well in George Eliot's
writings .

Romola is accosted by Savonarola and bidden to turn back to her

husband and home .

Hitherto she had not acknowledged any right of priests

or monks to interfere with her actions, and this interview puts the religious view of the duty of self-sacrifice in the clear light in which it always presented itself to George Eliot herself from the old days of youth
when she poured over the "Imitation. 1122
At last the proud Romola succumbs and says:
guided.

Teach me.

"Father, I will be

I will go back. " And she goes back to work for her

own distressed people since she can do do little for husband .
In a final appraisal of the moral theories of Eliot, Haldane says:
In story after story Eliot attempted to impress upon others
the absolute sacrednedd of the relations to which her own actions had apparently shown her to be indifferent. Her stories
will all penetrate with the desire to show how selfish and
descecrating what is called love may be without marriage, and
now equally selfish and desecrating marriage may be without
love. Yet at every return to the subject there seems to be, in
her treatment of theme , less of hopefulness , less of awe, less
of testimony to the sharp remorse which follows wrong-doing,
less of vivid instinct, more of the love of tragic warning, more
. .
. bl
.
23
of a tendency to acquiescence m mev1ta e misery.

L.2. Ibid . , p. 206 .

23 Haldane, op . cit., p. 98.

CHAPTER IV

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL THEORIES

Because George Eliot serves as an interpreter for h er age, one
would do well to know her position on the political controversies.

George

Eliot is accepted as a thinker. equal to any of those whose names stand
forth as the representatives of the philosophy she accepts, and she is
as competent as they to think out the problems of life and to interpret
social existence in accordance with their theories of man and nature.
Competent to grasp and interpret the positive philosophy in all details and
in all its application, she also had that artistic spirit of reconstruction
which enables her to apply to life what she held in theory.

According to

Mathilde Blind, George Eliot's biographer, "George Eliot believed in an
organic vital development of a higher social structure, which will be brought
1
about in the gradual evolution of humanity.
Many of George Eliot's political theories can be found in her novels.
Felix Holt whose scene was laid in the days of the Reform Bill reflects
George Eliot's views on political and social reform more than any other of
her novels.

Felix Holt is quite as much a working man as Adam Bede, oc-

cupying a social position higher in no respect whatever, yet he is a workingman of a far different type.

1

If Adam is the noble character, the truer type

Blind, op. cit., p. 191.
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of man, Felix represents a larger social purpose _and has higher moral
aims.

In Adam Bede one finds rustic simplicity and contentment, but in

Felix Holt one touches social aspirations and political ambitions.
Haldane points out that Felix Holt is a novel with an ethical purpose, which aims to show how social reform and political reform can be
2

brought about.

Felix, according to the novel, is George Eliot's ideal

workingman, a man who remains true to his own class, seeks his own
moral elevation, does not have much faith in the ballot, and is zealous for
the education of his fellows.

He is a radical who believes in hereditary,

who is aware of one's debts to the past, and who would use the laws of
social inheritance to the elevation of mankind.

According to Haldane, the

account that Felix gives of his conversion, contains George Eliot's conception of what is to be done by all workingmen who rightly understand what
social reform is and how it can be most truly brought about.

3

George Eliot · again affirms that social order can only be secured by
each workingman living, not for self and pleasure, but to do what good he
can in the world.

There is a passage, for instance, in Felix Holt, where

Felix is speaking against the evils of the world's social order:

2

Haldane, op. cit., p. 291.

3 Ibid. , p. 390.
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I am not speaking lightly, said Felix. If I had not seen
that I was making a hog of myself very fast, ..and that pigwash,
even if I could have got plenty of it was a poor sort of thing.
I should never looked life fairly in the face to see what was
to be done with it . I laughed out loud at last to think of a poor
devil like me, in a Scotch garret with my stockings out at heel
and a shilling o r two to be dissipated upon, with a smell of raw
boggis mounting from below, and old women breathing give as 1
they passed me on the stairs - wanting to turn my life into easy
pleasure. Then I began to see what else could be turned into
not mtich perhaps. This world is not a very fine place for a
good many of the people in it. But I've made up my mind it
shan't be the worse for me, if I can help it. They may tell me
I can't alter the world - that there must be a certain number of
sneals and robbers in it, and if I don't lie and filch somebody
else will. Well then somebody else shall, for I won't, that's
the upshot of my conversion, Mr. Loyons, if you want to know
it. 4
From this account one can see that George Eliot disagrees entirely with the social order that existed in England.

She favors changes,

but being a believer in the theory of evolution, she feels that those changes
should be gradual.
There is another passage taken from the same novel where Felix
gives Ester an account of his plans, and describes to her his purpose to
do what he can to elevate his class.

From this passage one gets George

Eliot's own views on the subject of social reform.
I w a t to be a demagogue of a new sort! an
possible who will tell the people they are blind
neither flatter than nor batten on them. I have
an order I belong to. I have the blood of a life

4

Ibid., p. 4 79.

Felix says, honest one, if
and foolish, had
my heritage of handicraft,
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men as a good lot, in which a man may be better trained to
all the best functions of his nature , than if he belonged to the
grimacing set who have visiting-cards, and are proud to be
5
thought richer than their neighbors.
George Eliot apparently does not object to the rich class, although she is aware that some of their riches are obtained unjustly; but
just as the rich had laws to protect themselves , Eliot thought that similar
provisions should be provided for the working class.

The worthiness of

an individual is determined not by riches, but character.

Eliot seems

not to object to social classes, but each class should be provided with an
opportunity to do its share in the world.
That the leading aim of Felix Holt is to show the nature of true social reform may be seen in the address made by Felix at the election.

In

the election speech Felix gives as his belief that if workingmen "go the
right way to work they may get power sooner without votes" than with them,
by the use of public opinion,

"the greatest power under heaven."

The novel

also points out the social complication of life, the influence of hereditary
privileges and abuses, and how every attempt of reform is complicated by
many interests, and is likely to fall into the hands of demagogues who use
the workingmen for their own purpose.
In Felix Holt George Eliot would teach the world that true social reform is not to be sensed by act of parliament, or by giving the ballot to all

5 Ibid. , p. 497.
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workingmen.

It is but another enforcement of the theory that it is not

rights men are to seek after, but duties; that social and political reforms
are not to be secured by insistence on rights, but by the true and manly
acceptance of altruism.

Reginald Johnson , who has done a study of nine-

teenth century novels asserts that Felix Holt is a social reformer who is
not a demagogue who does not seek office or personal advancement, but
who wishes to show by his own conduct how a larger life is to be won.

He

would introduce universal education; he would teach the great principles
of right living, physically and morally; he would inculcate the spirit of
helpfulness and mutual services.

b

As a brave, earnest self-sacrificing,

pure-minded lover of humanity, he is an inspiring character.

George Eliot

evidently wished to indicate in his creation what can be done by workingmen
toward the uplifting of their own class.

A better social order, she would

have one believe, cannot be secured from external sources; but it must be
had by an internal impulse moving those whose lives are degraded to seek
for higher things because of their own intrinsic good.

The demagogue seeks

the elevation of workingmen because he can use them for his own advancements; but Felix desires their elevation for the good of the whole social
structure.

To this end he would inspire his fellows to a

6 Reginald Johnson, Women Novelists.
Press, 1946, p. 91.
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ambition and zeal for the common good.

Elizabeth Latimer, who has

also done extensive study on nineteenth century England, classifies Felix
with Mazzini, Castelar, or John Broght in his own social order, one who
loves his own class, wishes to remain in it, and desires above all things
that it shall do his part in the work of national elevation.

His aim is not

to oppose the other classes in society, but to make his own necessary to
the prosperity of his country.

7

Felix is not an ideal character, for he is rough, uncultured, and
headstrong; but he is an inspiring personality, with gifts of intellectual
fascination and moral courage.
no other character like him.
tractive person.

8

Johnson says that George Eliot has created

He is no hero, he is not altogether an at-

He has, however, the power, which some of the noblest

of George Eliot's characters possess, of attracting and uplifting other
persons.

In the novel Felix made Ester realize that the wide gulf between

self-pleasing and duty, he inspired her with moral courage and awakened
her mind t 1 the higher aims and satisfactions life has to give.

It seems

that each person stands for a class; and the novel indicates how the relative
position of the classes represented may be chang~d with as little as possible
to disorder and disruption.

Bline

points out that the advice of the novel is

mainly to the effect that genuine political and social improvements to be

7 Elizabeth Latimer, England in the Nineteenth Century.
A. C. McClud, 1899, p. 307.
8
Johnson, op. cit., p. 92
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the results of inward change rather than of outward legislation. 9 Eliot
insists on the futility of the belief that beneficial political changes can be
effected by the revoluti o nary measures .

She points out the necessity of a

just discrimination between what is curable in the "body political II and
what has to be endured.

She dwells once again on the

11

aged sorrow", the

inheritance of evil too intimitely uprooted bpt only to be gradually eradicated
by the presistent cultivation of knowledge, industry, judgment, sobriety ,
and patience .
Felix says in the novel Felix Holt, This is only one example of the law by which human lives are
linked together; another example of what we complain of when we
point to our pauperism, to the brutal ignorance of multitudes among
our fellow-countrymen, to the weight of taxation laid on us by
blamable wars, to the wasteful channels made for the public money,
to the expense and trouble of getting justice and calling these the
effects of bad rule. This is the ·1aw that we all bear the yoke of;
the law of no man ' s making, and which no man can undo. Everybody sees an example of it in the case of Ireland . We who are
living now are sufferers by the wrong - doing; and the children who
come after us will be sufferers from the same causes . lO
Although George Eliot disagreed with the heavy taxation placed on
the workingman for payment of national debts, her remedy for this wrong
was not to bring about an abrupt change, but one that would come gradually,
as a result of everybody's suffering from the unjust deeds.
brought out in the following pas sage where Felix argues:
9 Blind, op . cit., p . 87.
l 0 Eliot, op. cit., p. 501.

This idea is
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T o r emedy this long - standing wrong - doing and suffering is
not in the power of anyone measure , class , or period . It would
be childist folly to expect any Reform Bill to possess the magi cal property whereby a sudden social transformation could be
accomplished . On the contrary , abrupt transitions should be
shunned as dangerous to order and law, which alone are certain
to insure a steady collective progress; the only means of this
end consisting on the general spread of education to secure
which, at least for his chilJren , the workingman should spare
no pains .
Felix continues: without knowledge , no political measures
will be of any benefit; ignorance wit h or without vote always
e ndangers voice and misery . But guided by a fuller knowledge,
the working classes would be able to discern what s.:>rt of men
they should choose for their representative ~, and instead of
electing platform swaggers , who bring. us nothing but the ocean
to make our broth with, they would confide the chief power to the
hands of the truly wise, those who know how to regulate life according to the truest principles mankind is in possession of. 11
Haldane thinks that Felix is described by George Eliot as shaping
his actions much according to the ideas which are here theoretically expressed.

His knowledge and apptitude would enable him to choose what is

considered a higher calling.

But he scorns the bulgar ambition called

"getting on in the world, " his sense of fellowship prompting him to remain
a simple artisan that he may exert an elevating influence on the class to
which he belongs .

12

"Class difference, " so argued this Radical-conservative, "being in he rent in the constitution of s ociety , becomes something of a desertion to

l l Ibid . , p . 503 .
12 Haldane, op. cit., p. 291.
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withdraw what abilities one may have from the medium where they are
urgently needed, in order to join, for the sake of selfish aims, some
other body of men where they may be superfluous.

13

That man is a moral being because he is a social being is carried
to its fartherest expremes in some of Eliot's teachings.
opinion the great motive power to social improvement.

She makes public
Felix Holt pro-

nounces public opinion - the ruling belief in society about what is right
and what is wrong, what is honorable and what is shameful - to be the
greatest power under heaven.

Felix is made to say this to his fellows:

Any nation that had within its majority of men - and we are
the majority - possessed of much wisdom and truth and virtue,
would not tolerate the bad practices, and commercial lying and
swindling, the poisonous adulteration of goods the retail cheating
and the political bribery which are carried on boldly in the midst
of us. A majority has the power of creating public opinion. We
could groan, and hiss in the right place, if we had discerned better
good and evil if the multitude of us artisans and factory hands and
miners and laborers of all sorts had been skilled; faithful, well judging, industrious, sober - and I don't see how there can be wisdom and virtue anywhere without these qualities - we should have
made an au~ience wo~ld hav~ shaf4ed the other classes out of
their share 1n the national vices.
Eliot entirely disagreed with thepractices of Parliament which
thrived on the miseries of the working class.
consideration to the working class.

13

Ibid., p. 329.

14 Ibid., p. 320.

Parliament gave very little

George Eliot sympathized with these
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who are considered insignificant and pictures them with noble character.
The political bosses that gained their positions by swindling are considered by George Rliot as a menace to society.

She feels that the social

order is corrupted because of dishonest leaders.

Felix emphasizes this

idea in the following paragraph:
We should have had better members of Parliament, better
religious teachers, honester tradesmen, fewer follish demagogues, less impudence in infamous and brutal men; and we
could not have had among us the abomination of men calling
themselves religious while living in the splendor on ill-gotten
gains. I say it is not possible for any society in which there
is a very large body of wise and virtuous men to be as vicious
as our society is - to have so degrading, barbarous as notion
of what pleasure is, or of what justly raises a man above his
fellows. Therefore, let us have done with this nonsense about
being much better than the rest of our countrymen, or the
practice that a reason why we ought to have such an extension
of franchise as have been given us. 15
George Eliot's interest in the present amelioration of human conditions was strengthened by her faith in the future of the race.

She expects

no rapid improvement, no revolutionizing development, but she believes
the past of mankind justified faith in a gradual attainment of perfect conditions.
George Eliot also objects to society's limitations placed on women.
Nineteenth century somen, were denied political and educational opportunities, which Eliot's women characters thirst for.

15

Ibid., p. 321.

Society, however, had
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limited their education, hampered their efforts, prescribed their
marriages.

Under such guardianship the narrow-minded and prosaic

thrive , the original and intellectual struggle and perish.

Nevertheless

one gets the idea, after reading her novels, that political measures for
reforming society must not take the place of individual effort.
Woolson, who has done a study on George Eliot's women, thinks
that if the objects these heroines seek concern not merely their own good
but that of their fellow-man, then society, has a direct intere ~t i n t h e attainment of their ideals.
its power.

It is bound to promote them by every mean s

in

Instead of this, it employs its institutions, customs and pre-

judices towards crushing them out.

George Eliot would then arraign the

whole structure of civilized society, as tending to the waste of its noblest
energies, and to the cramping and debasement of the individual soul.

16

Because George Eliot wrote mainly from her environment, Cooke
thinks that it is almost impossible for one living as George Eliot was living
in a sheltered life of comparative c omfort, and in the midst of the happy
illusions of Victorian respectability and optimism, to realize the heartbreak and the misery that were around her.
as "Disestablishment,

11

"manhood. suffrage,

Even in her time, such dries
11

disabilities" were considered wild excesses.

and "abolition of religious
She herself had no belief in

voting by ballot, believing that no external arrangement could put an end to

l6 Woolson, op. cit., p. 78.
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bribery.

There is still the old - fashioned middle-class fetishes regard-

ing certain established institutions , and pi:obably Felix would in the
thirties have been a Republican and possibly an Atheist .

All was toned

down to suit the later age, and Holt hardly even reached the "muscular
Christian" type of socialism identified with the names of Maurice and
17
Kingsley.

George Eliot ' s powers gave only a part of the many contro-

versies present at this age , but there is indication that her theories are
on the side of progress, good order , and social growth .

Adam B ede

speaks for her as well as himself when he says, "It isn ' t notions set people
doing the right thing - it ' s feelings; and again the feeling's a sort of knowledge .

18

17 Cooke, op . cit . , pp . 239-240 .
16 Eliot , op . cit. , p. 97.

CHAPTER V

GEORGE ELIOT AS A REPRESENTATIVE OF HER AGE

George Eliot, according to Haldane, so completely represents
the mid-victorian era that one may justly try to condider both how she
represents the thought of that period, and how she influences modern
times.

It is especially difficult to assign a place in history to a novelist

whose writings show such very various qualities as hers.

One can, how-

ever, say what she has been for a former generation, and what her in1

fluence is even to the present day.
Certainly she was born into what was intellectually a great ear.
She had as fellow novelists the greatest.

Dickens and Thackery were de-

lighting the world with their humor, pathos, and satire, but as a delineator
of that wonderful age there is perhaps no one in fiction more accurate and
informing than George Eliot, whether she is regarded as the describer of
rural life in the time in which her youth was passed, or as the interpreter
of the feelings and sentiments of at least a large section of the people of the
Victorian Age.

Her survey indeed did not extend far beyond the very con-

sideral:.le one of society and surroundings in which she was placed.

But

as to the society and time, the period with which she deals is, in the first
place, extraordinatily interesting because it embraces that great political

1

Haldane, op. cit., p. 301.
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movelemt which stirred the educated middle classes to their foundations,
and led to the intellectual awakening; in the second place , it was moved
by moral and religious passions of the deepest order.

"The very limita-

tions of her outlook, 11 says Blind, 11 enhanced its value, for one could not
have a satisfactory description of a time of deep emotion and the tense
sense of value of life in itself, with what might seem undue emphasis
being laid on the psychological side of things. 112
The quality that strikes one most in reading George Eliot is her intense realization of the moral side of life, as it presented itself at the time
in which she wrote.

Woolson thinks that this side is quite independent of

any orthodox religion , and yet sometimes one wonders whether those who
did not "experience" religion ever have the same sense of it as those who
did.

George Eliot knew and understood evangelical teaching as only those

brought up on it can do.

Religion was an intensely real thing to her, and

perhaps never more real than when she broke with its outward forms.

To

those who have "got religion'' the possession is an everlasting one - all life
is looked at from a different point of view, sins committed or described
are not the light-hearted and venial errlrs in judgment that some would have
one to believe, but desperate wrong-doing - a wrong-doing which proceeds

2

Blind, op. cit. , p. 202.
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from an inward perversion which, if it is to be in anyway made good
by deep contrition and sorrow .

3

The Puritan Fathers could not have been more inexorable than was
this woman writer who seemed to see the very depths of the human heart .
One sometimes feels as if it were only through her own deep experiences
that she could have known what she did .
The latter part of the last centµry was a time in which science
and industry were particularly active , and when the scientific outlook was
really rather narrow and apt to dominate the general outlook unduly, George
Eliot clearly indicates her writings , although her writings , in another way ,
were full of sentiment .

"Perhaps,

11

says Haldane , "one of the most unex-

pected things in George Eliot's novels is a mixture of scientific analysis
and sentimental reflections .
tears.

11

4

George Eliot herself was constantly in

She wept over her own characters, over her friend's letters, and

over the books she read.

According to Woolson, "One has been accustomed

to think that those things belonged to an age that had already passed; but in
spite of the lofty attitude of philosophic detachment that is taken, the other

.

element is constantly appearmg.

3
4

5

Woolson , op . cit. , p . 56.
Haldane, op . cit. , p . 307.
Woolson, op . cit . , p . 161.

,,5
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Had she not from her girlhood trained herself to look dispassion ately on life, she would have been even more sentimental than her writings indicate; as it was every now and then her sentimentality seems to
overpower her and to cause her despair .

Blind thinks that Eliot was a

novelist who lived and understood human beings and their relations and
told man how they liv ed their lives and what they thought and said .

6

Another outstanding trait of Eliot ' s novels is that she portrays the
old placidity of the countryside, associated with the pictureque life of
rural England, which gives her writings so much reality for her time and
now .

According th Craig, she had the p ower of expressing herself in

wonderful, accurate, telling sentences that were full of pith but never
exaggerated, and she used all these powers to show man what life was and
is - that with an apparently untroubled surface such as backwater society
presents, life may be a tremendously deep and complicated matter, full
of influences of which it is itself scarcely sensible .

7

Nothing can be more commonplace and banal than the reprieve scene
in Adam Bede .

"It is the sort of thing which the school girl always puts on
8

her first novel,

11

says Dawson.

Dawson further affirms that if one asks

for philosophic insight, for the keenest analysis of spiritual emotion , for

6 Blind, op . cit., p . 102.
7

Craig, op . cit . , p . 27 .

8 Dawson, ~ - cit . , p . 148.
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the finest and most sympathetic painting of country manners , one can
have them in their perfection; for these lay well within the knowledge
of George Eliot.

9

When she is dealing with things which are within her

experiences, she is admirable and unapproachable .

She knew the coun-

tryside, and its humours , with absolute completeness .

The Bedes and

other family groups were living people; she had known them , and knew
the slow rusticities in which they lived and every tree and meadow of
the prospects they looked upon day by day . ,
the atmosphere,

11

asserts Long,

11

11

As long as she moves in

her art is perfect; and perhaps, the

most astonishing thing that art is, that without any sort of preliminary
attempt she was able to produce, at the first sweep of her pen, scenes
10
which cannot be improved . "
As the century grew to a close, the rise of the scientific spirit
had shattered. man's beliefs about religion .
calm judgment was so useful.

It was here that George Eliot's

One critic says of her ,

11

She seems to take

the ordinary life and convert its ordinariness into something bigger and
better.

She does not controvert, but she shows that there is truth above

the struggles, and also the events of life without which they would be in comprehensible.

10

11

11

This for those who were puzzled and troubled over

Long, _E · cit . , p. 102 .

11 Dawson, op . cit., p. 149 .
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the conclusions that Darwin's and Huxley's reasoning led to, was the
greatest possible solace and help.

George Eliot's ethical background, and

the way in which she traces how men's actions are bound up with the happenings of their forefathers and race, , are associated with those laws of evolution and heredity that were coming to be so seriously taken into account.
George Eliot also excels in her treatment of humble life.

Ac-

cording to Ferguson, she loves to point persons whose lot in life is insignificant, but whose spirit is high.

She .does not merely seize the out-

ward and accidental traits of her characters; she pierces with unerring
vision to the very core of their nature, and enables one to realize the
peculiarly subtle relations between character and circumstance.

Her

primary object is to exciet one's sympathy with the people that one may
meet any day in the fields, the workshops, and the homes of England.

Her

most vivid creations are not exceptional beings, not men or women preeminently conspicuous for sublime heroism of character or magnificant
mental endowments, but word-a-day folk, not too fine or too good for human nature's daily dood.

12

One gathers that Hayslope, where the rustic drama of Adam Bede
unfolds itself, is the village of Ellaston, not far from Ashbourne in
Staffordshire, because the writer makes the descriptions so vivid.

l Z Blind, op. cit. , p. 142 .

During
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the Victorian era, coaches were still in their glory, steam engines were
half a horrid dread and half a possible coming excitment.

The country

clergy were undisturbed by tiresome movements and enjoyed their privileges without too moch worrying about their responsibilities.

The land-

lord was still rejoicing in the good times brought by the war, and building
those enormous mansions which were to prove the brave and eventual
distinction of his descendant.

The farmer had not been forced to trouble

himself with new methods or to keep annoying accounts.

The countryside

looked a place of happiness and contentment, until one lighted at the root.
George Eliot, being a country woman, knew the problems that existed below the surface and gave accurate description to them in her novels.

As

Wagenknecht points out, "Her sponteneous part is to observe life and feel
it, to feel it with admirable depth.

Contemplation, sympathy, the faith

would have been her material scale. 1113
George Eliot is credited with the gift of seeing and appreciating
the humor as well as the pathos in the lives of simple, commonplace people
whom she treats syrnpathically and faithfully.

According to Craig, "the

first period of her writing reflects plain, realistic stories of domestic and
community life and grows deeply on George Eliot's experience in Warwicks hire.

14

13 Wagenknecht, . op. cit ., . p. 334.
14 C ra1g,
.
·t , p. o. 2
op.~
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Albert Baugh thinks of Eliot's novels as real interpretations of
life.

He remarks of her, "Because George Eliot's novels are constructed

around ideas, they cease to be entertainment, but a serious interpretation

o fl 1"£ e. ,,15
Because her novels give so much reality for her times they are regarded as true accounts of Victorian conflicts, and she may be said to be
a true representative of her age.

15 Albert C. Baugh, A Literary History.£!. England.
Appleton Century-Crofts,-1948, p. 7 8.

New York:

CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

The study indicates that George Eliot was a novelist who wrote
largely from her personal experiences, thus giving expression to the
purpose of her own history.

What she has seen and felt, gives shape and

tone to what she writes; that which is nearest her own heart is poured
forth in her books.

Religious strife, scientific progress, industrial con-

flicts, and political controversies are influenc·es that affect the n ovels
of George Eliot.

Because Eliot expressed her concern for the problem ,.,

existing in Vi c torian· England critics agree that her novels give authentic
accounts of concepts which were prevalent during her life.
To thoroughly understand Eli<;>t's religious beliefs, one has to resort
to the study of her novels, because as a literary artist she completely rejected all positive belief in God and immortality.

It is evident from her

books that she depicts every phase of religious belief and life with sympathy
and appreciation.

One gets the idea that to her, the life of

evotion to hu-

manity was the true interpretation of the Christian doctrine for self sacrifice.

Eliot felt that man must renounce many things for the sake of

humanity; he must also resign himself to endure many things because the
universe is under the dominion of invariable laws.

A true resignation and

renunciation will enable one to turn pain and sorrow into the m ans of a
higher life.

Her r oblest characters, Romola and Maggie

ulliver, attain
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peace only when they have found their lives taken up in the good of others.
Eliot's critics

and biographers affirm the fact that Eliot's religion whi c h is

eloquently expressed in her pages, was piety without God, renunciation
without immortality, mysticism without the supernatural.
From this research one also arrives at Eliot's position on social
behavior, marriage, and conduct.

According to her novels , she main-

tains social conventions with an almost passionate earnestness.

T e re-

jection of any absolute standard of moral conduct continually asserts itself
in her pages.

If an individual is to judge aright, he must look at the in-

dividual, his inherited moral power , his environment, and his social motives.
Despite her own breach of social convention, which does not correspond to
her theories, there is no question among critics that Eliot , throughout her
novels, exalts marriage and treats it as one of the most sacred of all human relations.

Critics refer to Eliot's moral philosophy as the "supreme

necessity of duty as opposed to desire."
To secure social and political reform, George Eliot believes t hat
heredity, awareness of the debt of the past, and the use of the law of social
unheritance for the elevation of mankind should be considered.
the theory that it is not rights men are to seek after, but duties.

She enforces
The study

which correlates with studies made by critics, indicates that George Eliot's
social and political theories are all on the side of progress, good order,
and social growth.
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One who lives and understands human beings and their relations,
and tells how they live their daily lives and what they think and say is considered an interpreter for his time.

Because Eliot• s novels give so much

reality for her times, critics agree that they are regarded as true accounts of Victorial conflicts.

There is indication that George Eliot, pos-

sessing the art of revealing with a personal touch the meaning of the lives
of ordinary men and women as they lived, is credited with being the foremost interpreter for her time.
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